
 

 

Opua Cruising Club 

Special Waitangi Day “Race Officer’s Surprise” Race 

Waitangi Day February 6 2014 

 see flag note below 

4pm start between Smith’s Buoy and Te Waihapu. 

All welcome, no registration or race fees required but PLEASE NOTE careful prior consideration of the 

instructions is required. 

Special Instructions: 

1. There will be a “gate” start according to the following instructions.   The gate will commence 

approximately on the line between Smith’s Buoy and Te Waihapu Buoy and probably at the 

leeward  end of that line. 

2. There will be a one minute warning signal at 3.59pm from the committee boat Casco (Davidson 

28 wearing the United Tribes of NZ Flag above). 

3. At 4.00pm there will two sound signals in succession and Casco will begin sailing to windward on 

port tack.  There will be a three-minute “gate” during which all other competitors can start by 

sailing to windward on starboard tack behind Casco, remaining on starboard tack until the 

“gate” closes after three minutes when there will be three short sound signals from Casco. 

4. From the time the “gate” is signalled to be shut, competitors may proceed in any direction they 

wish to finish across the OCC finish line.   However, they must observe the following instructions 

on passing certain marks and locations prior to finishing and the skipper must identify the marks 

and locations and the time passed on the attached sheet. 

5. All competitors must record on the attached sheet their elapsed time from the commencement 

of the gate at 4 pm to the time they cross the finish line after completing all the instructions in 

(4) above.    The sheets containing skippers’ certification that they have completed the course 

and their yachts’ elapsed times must be handed in to the Race Officer in the clubhouse by 7 pm 

after which the prize giving will occur. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:UnitedTribesUnofficial.svg


 

 

6. In exceptionally calm conditions the Race Officer may authorise the use of engines but unless 

there is such authorisation by VHF radio on Ch77 no competitor can use her engine during the 

race. 

7. The OCC racing instructions shall apply but additionally competitors are expected to extend 

courtesy and good manners to other competitors given that there may be occasions when 

yachts are rounding a mark in opposite directions.    

8. The current OCC handicaps shall be applied except that the Race Officer reserves the right to 

make adjustments on purely emotional grounds (the wearing of flags, the crew garb etc).  In 

general though this is a serious race and there is no limitation on extra sails that can be flown. 

 

The course 

Competitors must observe the instructions on passing certain marks and locations between the closing 

of the “gate” and a competing yacht crossing the finishing line.  However, prior to finishing a competing 

yacht can choose to follow the instructions in any order whatsoever according to the skipper’s 

judgement on which course will result in the fastest possible elapsed time.   The order which the course 

instructions appear on the attached sheet has no bearing.   As with the recording of the finishing time, it 

is left entirely to competing skippers to ensure they properly complete the race and their notations on 

the attached sheet will be accepted without question. 

 

General 

High tide at Opua on Thursday February 6 is at 1.09 pm.   The Race Officer will be in the OCC clubhouse 

from 2pm to 3pm on the day of the race to distribute race sheets and answer any questions. 

 

 

The United Tribes of NZ Flag – This flag was promoted in 1934 (and recognised by all including the 

British Crown with slight amendment in 1836) as a flag for NZ.  One of its primary values (as I understand 

it) was as a flag for NZ shipping so it seems entirely appropriate that it is our committee boat flag for the 

day. 

  



 

 

Course Instructions 

Pass to the north of the mark at xx lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 

Pass to the West of mark at xx lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 

Pass to the south of mark at xx lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 

Pass to the east of mark at XX lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 

Pass to the north of the mark at xx lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 

Pass to the West of mark at xx lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 

Pass to the south of mark at xx lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 

Pass to the east of mark at XX lat yy long 

(Mark Name)    (Time observed) 

 



 

 

 

 

 


